


After weathering several painful pandemic shutdowns, Copenhagen’s dining scene has

somehow emerged more varied than ever. The institutions that set off the Danish capital’s

culinary boom a decade ago now share the spotlight with stellar bakeries, some of Europe’s best

wine bars, a wealth of smørrebrød specialists, and an emerging class of restaurants dedicated to

previously underrepresented styles, from haute sushi to world-class Mexican. There’s even a new

Substack newsletter, Bord, covering the evolving dining scene.

That’s not to say that everybody’s still around. At the end of 2020, Christian Puglisi made

headlines when he shut down his highly influential restaurants Relæ and Manfreds. Bo Bech’s

Geist, which opened in 2011, is no more. Neither is Kristian Baumann’s Michelin-starred 108. The

interesting thing, though, is that most of these cases aren’t premature demises. Bech had long

been planning to leave his Kongens Nytorv favorite; rising talent Andreas Bagh opened Esmée in

the space. Never one to go on autopilot, Puglisi sensed that a global pandemic was as good a

time as any to make a big change. He handed his former colleague Baumann the keys to Relæ;

it is now Koan. Meanwhile, the address that was Manfreds is now the bistro Silberbauers, from

another of Puglisi’s acolytes, and Baumann’s former home, 108, turned into René Redzepi’s

popular burger spot POPL.

It says a lot about how far the city has come that it wasn’t possible to include every worthy

restaurant on the list that follows.

https://bord.substack.com/
https://www.eater.com/2020/9/17/21439564/christian-puglisi-interview-closing-relae-manfreds-copenhagen-restaurants


T A T A
C O C K T A I L  B A R

Copenhagen is slowly becoming a

great hotel city. The current star is

the Sanders, around the corner

from the ballet. The rooftop

lounge is most tempting, but

head to the acclaimed cocktail

bar on the ground floor if you

can’t do both. The servers couldn’t

be kinder and the pressed ham

and cheese sandwich approaches

perfection. [$$ - $$$]

Tordenskjoldsgade 15

1055 København, Denmark

46 40 00 40

Visit Website

https://hotelsanders.com/tatacocktailbar/

